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OPTIMAL PREDICTION FOR RADIATIVE TRANSFER: A NEW

PERSPECTIVE ON MOMENT CLOSURE

MARTIN FRANK AND BENJAMIN SEIBOLD

Abstract. Moment methods are classical approaches that approximate the mesoscopic radia-
tive transfer equation by a system of macroscopic moment equations. An expansion in the
angular variables transforms the original equation into a system of infinitely many moments.
The truncation of this infinite system is the moment closure problem. Many types of closures
have been presented in the literature. In this note, we demonstrate that optimal prediction, an
approach originally developed to approximate the mean solution of systems of nonlinear ordi-
nary differential equations, can be used to derive moment closures. To that end, the formalism
is generalized to systems of partial differential equations. Using Gaussian measures, existing
linear closures can be re-derived, such as PN , diffusion, and diffusion correction closures. This
provides a new perspective on several approximations done in the process and gives rise to ideas
for modifications to existing closures.

1. Introduction

In many areas, (systems of) macroscopic equations can be derived from mesoscopic kinetic equa-
tions. For instance, in the Navier-Stokes and Euler equations, the macroscopic fluid variables,
e.g. density and momentum, are moments of the phase space distribution of the Boltzmann equa-
tion. Similarly, in the equation of radiative transfer [40], the direction dependent kinetic equations
can be transformed into a coupled system of infinitely many moments. Such moment methods can
be derived by performing an infinite expansion in the kinetic variable, and then considering only
finitely many members of this expansion. While moment methods are by far not the only way to
numerically solve the equations of radiative transfer, they play an important role, and a deeper
understanding of their problems is important. Recent discussions of the role of moment methods
are provided in overview papers by Brunner [6], and by McClarren and Hauck [39].

Moment methods start with an infinite system of moments that is equivalent to the original
equation of radiative transfer. To admit a computation, this infinite system must be approximated
by finitely many moments. The challenge to devise approximations that model the influence of
the non-considered moments on the considered moments as accurately as possible is the moment
closure problem. Commonly known closure strategies are based on truncating and approximating
the moment equations, and observing to which extent the solution of the approximate system
is close to the true solution. The approximations are supported by physical arguments, such as
higher moments being small or adjusting instantaneously. Another strategy is to use asymptotic
analysis. In Sect. 2, we outline a commonly used moment hierarchy for radiative transfer, and
present some classical linear closure strategies.

In this paper, we propose an alternative strategy: first, an identity for the evolution of the lowestN
moments is formulated, and then closures are derived by approximating this identity. Specifically,
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2 MARTIN FRANK AND BENJAMIN SEIBOLD

we show that the method of optimal prediction [15, 12, 14, 10, 11] can be applied to the equation
of radiative transfer and yields closed systems of finitely many moments. The idea of optimal
prediction, briefly outlined in Sect. 3, is to consider the mean solution of a large system, and
approximate it by a smaller system that is derived by averaging the equations with respect to an
underlying probability measure. The approach can be understood as a way to remove undesired
modes, but in an averaged fashion, instead of merely neglecting them. We show that with this
formalism, existing linear closures can be re-derived, such as PN , diffusion, and diffusion correction
closures.

Optimal prediction is an extension of the Mori-Zwanzig formalism [41, 51]. It has been applied
to partial differential equations [17, 2], however, only after reducing them to a system of ordinary
differential equations using a Fourier expansion or a semi-discretization step. Here, we generalize
the formalism to partial differential equations and measures on function spaces. The idea of
using the Mori-Zwanzig formalism for moment closures in radiative transfer was first presented in
[46], however, the derivations done were only formally. In this paper, we show that the ad-hoc
derivations done in [46] are in fact justified, by properly defining measures on function spaces
(see Sect. 3). This generalization is required so that measures on the space of moments can be
considered. We restrict ourselves to Gaussian measures. This choice is motivated by the fact that
it turns out reproduce existing linear closures, rather than by physical considerations. In Sect. 4,
we present linear optimal prediction in function spaces. Then, in Sect. 5, we apply linear optimal
prediction to the radiation moment system, and show that existing closures can be derived with
it. In addition, the approach gives rise to new closures. While the optimal prediction formalism
does not remove the arbitrariness in the closure procedure, it introduces it in a rational and
comprehensible manner through the choice of a measure and the approximation of an integral.
Thus, it provides a new perspective on the errors incurred due to the truncation of the infinite
system.

2. Moment Models for Radiative Transfer

The radiative transfer equation (RTE) is [40]

1

c
∂tI(x,Ω, t) + Ω∇I(x,Ω, t) + σt(x)I(x,Ω, t) =

∫

4π

σs(x,Ω · Ω′)I(x,Ω′, t) dΩ′ + q(x, t) . (1)

In this equation, the radiative intensity I(x,Ω, t) can be viewed as the the number of particles at
time t, position x, traveling into direction Ω. Equation (1) is a mesoscopic phase space equation,
modeling loss due to scattering and absorption (σt-term), gain due to anisotropic scattering (σs-
term) and containing an emission term q. Due to the large number of unknowns, a direct numerical
simulation of (1) is very costly. Often times only the lowest moments of the intensity with respect
to the direction Ω are of interest. Moment models attempt to approximate (1) by a coupled system
of moments.

For the sake of notational simplicity, we consider a slab geometry. However, all methods presented
here can be generalized. Consider a plate that is finite along the x-axis and infinite in the y and
z directions. The system is assumed to be invariant under translations in y and z and under
rotations around the x-axis. In this case the radiative intensity can only depend on the scalar
variable x and on the azimuthal angle θ = arccos(µ) between the x-axis and the direction of flight.
Furthermore, we select units such that c = 1. The system becomes

∂tI(x, µ, t) + µ∂xI(x, µ, t) + σtI(x, µ, t) =

∫ 1

−1

σs(x, µ, µ
′)I(x, µ′, t) dµ′ + q(x, t) , (2)

with t > 0, x ∈ R, and µ ∈ [−1, 1]. It is supplied with initial conditions I(x, µ, 0) = I̊(x, µ). Here,
the scattering kernel is

σs(x, µ, µ
′) =

∫ 2π

0

σs(x, µµ
′ +

√

1− µ2
√

1− µ′2 cosϕ) dϕ .
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Moment methods start with an infinite system of moments, that is equivalent to the original equa-
tion of radiative transfer. Macroscopic approximations to (1) can be derived using angular basis
functions [43, 5, 7], such as spherical harmonics. In 1d slab geometry (2), Legendre polynomials
[19, 9] are commonly used, since they form an orthogonal basis on [−1, 1]. We assume that the
scattering kernel can be expanded into Legendre polynomials

σs(x, µ, µ
′) =

∞∑

n=0

2n+1
2 σsn(x)Pn(µ)Pn(µ

′) ,

and introduce the transport coefficients σan = σt − σsn.

To derive a moment system, we define the moments

ul(x, t) =

∫ 1

−1

I(x, µ, t)Pl(µ) dµ .

Multiplying (2) with Pk and integrating over µ gives

∂tuk(x, t) + ∂x

∫ 1

−1

µPk(µ)I(x, µ, t) dµ + σt(x)uk(x, t) = σsk(x)uk(x, t) + 2q(x, t)δk,0 .

Using the recursion relation for the Legendre polynomials leads to

∂tuk + ∂x

∞∑

l=0

bklul = (σsk(x) − σt(x))uk(x, t) + 2q(x, t)δk,0 .

where bkl =
k+1
2k+1δk+1,l +

k
2k+1δk−1,l. This is an infinite tridiagonal system for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

∂tuk + bk,k−1∂xuk−1 + bk,k+1∂xuk+1 = −ckuk + qk (3)

of first-order partial differential equations. Using the (infinite) matrix notation

B =











0 1
1
3 0 2

3
2
5 0 3

5

3
7 0

. . .

. . .
. . .











, C =








σa0

σa1

σa2

. . .








, and q =









2q
0
...
...









we can write (3) as

∂tu = −B · ∂xu−C · u
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Ru

+q . (4)

The infinite moment system (4) is equivalent to the transfer equation (2), since we represent an L2

function in terms of its Fourier components. In order to admit a numerical computation, (4) has
to be approximated by a system of finitely many moments I0, . . . , IN , i.e. all modes Il with l > N

are not considered. In order to obtain a closed system, in the equation for IN , the dependence on
IN+1 has to be eliminated. A question of fundamental interest is how to close the moment system,
i.e. by what to replace the dependence on IN+1. In the following, we provide a brief overview over
commonly used closure strategies, and ways to derive and justify them.

2.1. PN closure. The simplest closure, the so-called PN closure [8, 43] is based on truncating
the sequence Il, i.e. Il = 0 for l > N . The physical argument is that if the system is close to
equilibrium, then the underlying particle distribution is uniquely determined by the lowest-order
moments. For example, the P1 equations are

∂tu0 + ∂xu1 = −σa0u0 + 2q

∂tu1 +
1
3∂xu0 = −σa1u1 .
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The PN equations can also be derived by asymptotic analysis in the following way [35]. Introduce
the dimensionless parameter ε as the ratio of the total scattering mean free path and a characteris-
tic macroscopic length scale. Furthermore, assume that the coefficients in the RTE asymptotically
depend on ε as

∂tI(x, µ, t) + µ∂xI(x, µ, t) +
σt

ε
I(x, µ, t) =

∫ 1

−1

σs(x, µ, µ
′)I(x, µ′, t) dµ′ + q(x, t) .

All other quantities are O(1). If in addition, the scattering kernel scales as

σs(x, µ, µ
′) =

N∑

n=0

2n+1
2

(
σt(x)

ε
− σan(x)

)

Pn(µ)Pn(µ
′) +

∞∑

n=N+1

2n+1
2

σsn(x)

ε
Pn(µ)Pn(µ

′) ,

then the PN equations are an asymptotic limit of the RTE. This means that the solution of the
scaled RTE converges to the solution of the PN equations as ε tends to zero.

2.2. Diffusion closure. The classical diffusion closure is defined for N = 1. We assume I1 to be
quasi-stationary and neglect Il for l > 1, thus the equations read

∂tu0 + ∂xu1 = −σa0u0 + 2q

1
3∂xu0 = −σa1u1 .

Solving the second equation for u1 and inserting it into the first equation yields the diffusion
approximation

∂tu0 − ∂x
1

3σa1
∂xu0 = −σa0u0 + 2q . (5)

Again, an asymptotic scaling can be used to justify the diffusion approximation [33]. The diffusion-
scaled RTE is

ε∂tI(x, µ, t) + µ∂xI(x, µ, t) +
σt

ε
I(x, µ, t) =

∫ 1

−1

σs(x, µ, µ
′)I(x, µ′, t) dµ′ + εq(x, t) ,

where now the scattering kernel scales as

σs(x, µ, µ
′) = 1

2

(
σt(x)

ε
− εσa0(x)

)

+

∞∑

n=1

2n+1
2

σsn(x)

ε
Pn(µ)Pn(µ

′) .

2.3. DN diffusion correction closure. A new hierarchy of PN approximations, denoted diffu-
sion correction or DN closure, has been proposed by Levermore [37, 44]. In slab geometry, it can
be derived in the following way: We assume that ul = 0 for l > N + 1. Contrary to PN , the
(N + 1)-st moment is assumed to be quasi-stationary. Setting ∂tuN+1 = 0 yields the algebraic
relation

uN+1 = − 1
σa,N+1

N+1
2N+3∂xuN ,

which, substituted into the equation for uN , yields an additional diffusion term for the last moment:

∂tuN + bN,N−1∂xuN−1 − θ∂xxuN =

{

2q − σa0u0 if N = 0

−σaNuN if N > 0
(6)

where θ = bN,N+1
1

σa,N+1

N+1
2N+3 = 1

σa,N+1

(N+1)2

(2N+1)(2N+3) . For N = 0 this closure becomes the classical

diffusion closure (5). The original derivation [37, 44] uses asymptotic scaling arguments similar to
the ones above. The D1 equations are

∂tu0 + ∂xu1 = −σa0u0 + 2q

∂tu1 +
1
3∂xu0 = −σa1u1 +

4
15σa2

∂xxu1 .
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2.4. Other types of closures. Other higher order diffusion approximations exist, such as the so-
called simplified PN (SPN ) equations. These have been derived in an ad hoc fashion [25, 26, 27] and
have subsequently been substantiated via asymptotic analysis [34] and via a variational approach
[49, 4]. See also the recent review [38] and the brief derivation outlined in [24]. It is demonstrated in
[46] that the formalism presented in this paper can be used to derive certain versions or variations
of these types of models.

Many nonlinear approximations exist in the literature, most prominently flux-limited diffusion [31],
variable Eddington factors [36, 32, 48], and minimum entropy methods [42, 1, 20, 21, 23, 50, 22].
Furthermore, approaches based on partial moments exist [50, 22]. None of these nonlinear closures
is considered here.

3. Conditional Expectations

Optimal prediction, as introduced by Chorin, Hald, Kast, Kupferman, et al. [15, 12, 14, 10, 11]
seeks the mean solution of a time-dependent system, when only part of the initial data is known,
but a measure on the phase space is available. The approach has been developed for ordinary
differential equations and applied in various problems that involve dynamical systems [45, 18].
The key ideas of the approach are as follows. Consider a system of ordinary differential equations

ẋ(t) = R(x(t)) , x(0) = x̊ . (7)

Let the vector of unknowns be split x = (xC ,xF ) into the resolved variables xC that are of interest,
and the unresolved variables xF that should be “averaged out”.1 Assume that the initial conditions
x̊C for the resolved variables are known, while the initial conditions x̊F for the unresolved variables
are not known or not of relevance. In addition, let a probability density f(x) be given.

Given the known initial conditions x̊C , the measure f induces a conditioned measure f̊xC
(xF ) =

Z̃−1f (̊xC ,xF ) for the remaining unknowns, where Z̃ =
∫
f (̊xC ,xF ) dxF . An average of a function

u(xC ,xF ) with respect to f̊xC
is the conditional expectation

Pu = E [u|xC ] =

∫
u(xC ,xF )f(xC ,xF ) dxF

∫
f(xC ,xF ) dxF

. (8)

It is an orthogonal projection with respect to the inner product (u, v) = E [uv], which is defined
by the expectation E [u] =

∫ ∫
u(xC ,xF )f(xC ,xF ) dxC dxF . Let ϕ(x, t) denote the solution of

(7), for the initial conditions x = (xC ,xF ). Then optimal prediction seeks for the mean solution

Pϕ(x, t) = E [ϕ(xC ,xF , t)|xC ] . (9)

Optimal prediction provides strategies to formulate systems for xC that are faster to compute than
solving the original system (7). One approach, named first order optimal prediction, is based on
applying the conditional expectation (8) to the original equation’s (7) right hand side. A related
approach is based on the Mori-Zwanzig formalism [41, 51] in a version for conditional expectations
[12]. Applying the formalism to the Liouville equation for (7) approximates the mean solution
by an integro-differential equation, that involves the first order right hand side, plus a memory
kernel.

In this paper, we formulate optimal prediction for systems of partial differential equations. In
particular, in Sect. 4, we apply the Mori-Zwanzig formalism to equations of the type of the
radiative moment system (4). In order to extend the projection (8) to these types of systems, we
have to construct a measure on a suitable infinite-dimensional function space, and an expression
for its conditional expectation. Both can usually be achieved by considering a suitable sequence
of finite-dimensional measures [29, 3]. In addition, a measure can be directly defined by its

1In this paper, we borrow a subscript notation from the area of multigrid methods, in which C stands for
“coarse”, and F stands for “fine”. In the following sections, this notation is also used for block matrices and block
operators.
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characteristic functional. Formally, the characteristic functional is given by the measure’s Fourier
transform. Here we focus on Gaussian measures, because they are one of the few classes where
the construction above is possible, and where explicit formulas can be derived. In the following,
we present the formalism for conditional expectations first in finitely many dimensions, and then
in function spaces.

3.1. Gaussians in Finite Dimensions. Due to Bochner’s theorem [3], a measure on R
n is

uniquely determined by its Fourier transform, or characteristic functional

θ(y) =

∫

Rn

f(x) exp(iyTx) dx . (10)

Indeed, if

(1) θ(0) = 1,
(2) θ is continuous on R

n, and
(3) θ is positive definite in the sense that the matrix (θ(yi − yj))i,j=1,...,N is positive semi-

definite for all N and all yi ∈ R
n,

then there is unique probability measure λ with density f on the σ-algebra of Borel sets of Rn

such that (10) holds.

Let A ∈ R
n×n be a symmetric positive definite matrix, and m ∈ R

n. Then

f(x) = det(2πA)−
1
2 exp

(
− 1

2 (x−m)TA−1(x−m)
)

(11)

is a probability density on R
n. Introducing the inner product generated by A as

〈x,y〉A := xTAy ,

the Gaussian measure with density (11) has the characteristic functional

θ(y) = exp
(
− 1

2 〈y,y〉A + iyTm
)
.

This functional satisfies the three conditions above.

The conditional expectation of the Gaussian, given parts of the vector x, is given by

Lemma 1. Decompose the vectors x, m and the matrix A into

x =

[
xC

xF

]

, m =

[
mC

mF

]

and A =

[
ACC ACF

AFC AFF

]

.

Then the conditional expectation is

E [x|xC ] =

[
E [xC |xC ]
E [xF |xC ]

]

=





∫
xCf(xC ,xF ) dxF∫
f(xC ,xF ) dxF∫

xF f(xC ,xF ) dxF∫
f(xC ,xF ) dxF



 =

[
xC

mF +AFCA
−1
CC(xC −mC)

]

. (12)

Proof. The identity E [xC |xC ] = xC is trivial. To calculate E [xF |xC ], consider M = A−1, with
the same block matrix notation for M as for A. One can easily verify that

(x−m)TA−1(x−m) = ‖xF − bF ‖
2
MFF

+ (xC −mC)
T
(
MCC −MCFM

−1
FFMFC

)
(xC −mC) ,

where bF = mF − M−1
FFMFC(xC − mC), and the norm is defined as ‖xF ‖

2
MFF

= xT
FMFFxF .

This yields for the conditional expectation

E [xF |xC ] =

∫
(xF − bF + bF ) exp

(
− 1

2‖xF − bF ‖
2
MFF

)
dxF

∫
exp

(
− 1

2‖xF − bF ‖2MFF

)
dxF

= bF .

SinceM = A−1, the block matrices satisfyMFCACC+MFFAFC = 0, which implies−M−1
FFMFC =

AFCA
−1
CC , and thus proves the claim. �
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Expression (12) coincides with the one given in [16]. The conditional expectation is a projection,
that can be written in the form

Px = E [x|xC ] = Ex+ Fm ,

using the projection matrices

E =

[
I 0

AFCA
−1
CC 0

]

and F =

[
0 0

−AFCA
−1
CC I

]

. (13)

The orthogonal complement is then

Qx = (I − P )x = Fx− Fm .

One can easily verify that P 2 = P , Q2 = Q, and PQ = QP = 0. If the measure is centered around
the origin, i.e. m = 0, the projections become simple matrix multiplications P = E and Q = F.

3.2. Gaussians in Function Spaces. The construction of measures on spaces of functions uses
the characteristic functional. Formally, all expressions from the finite-dimensional case generalize
to the infinite-dimensional case. There are some mathematical subtleties related to this construc-
tion. For the interested reader, we collect these in this section.

Following [29, 3], we construct measures on the dual S′ of a Hilbert space S of functions. This
construction is based on the Bochner-Minlos theorem. Its key assumption is that S is nuclear, i.e.
the identity in S is of Hilbert-Schmidt type. In that case, the three conditions from above on a
characteristic functional are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a corresponding measure.
The proof uses a sequence of finite-dimensional measures and Bochner’s theorem. The following
construction of a nuclear Hilbert space serves our latter purposes.

Definition 1. Let A be a symmetric positive definite infinite matrix (i.e. all finite submatrices
are symmetric positive definite) such that

∞∑

i,j=1

|Aij |
2 < ∞ ,

and let V be a Hilbert space. We define the Hilbert space l2A(V ), consisting of an infinite vector of
elements of V , by the inner product

〈f ,g〉l2
A
(V ) :=

∞∑

i,j=1

〈Aijfj ,gi〉V .

In our case, we consider X = l2A(L
2(R)). In order to obtain a Gelfand triple S ⊂ X ⊂ S′ with

the nuclearity property, we have to construct a space of smooth test functions and its dual space
of distributions. There are several ways to do this. The following construction is standard and
frequently used [3].

Definition 2. Let

H = −
d2

dx2
+ x2 + 1 ,

and define the Hilbert space H(R) as the completion of C∞
0 (R) in L2(R) with respect to the inner

product

〈f, g〉H(R) := 〈Hf, g〉L2(R) .

Let H−1(R) denote the dual of H(R). Then with S = l2A(H(R)) and S′ = l2A(H−1(R)), we
have a Hilbert-Schmidt embedding S ⊂ X ⊂ S′. Thus by the Bochner-Minlos theorem [3], the
characteristic functional

θ(f) =

∫

S′

exp(i 〈f ,g〉SS′) dλ(g) = exp
(
− 1

2 〈f , f〉X
)
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defines a unique probability measure on S′ which satisfies
∫

S′

exp(i 〈f ,g〉SS′) dλ(g) = θ(f) .

In addition, a nonzero expectation value can be taken into account by noting that the modified
functional can be written in terms of an integral which easily allows checking the properties in the
Bochner-Minlos theorem:

∫

S′

exp(i 〈f ,g+m〉SS′) dλ(g) =

∫

S′

exp(i 〈f ,g〉SS′) dλ(g) exp(i 〈f ,m〉SS′)

= exp
(
− 1

2 〈f , f〉X + i 〈f ,m〉SS′

)
.

Thus we have

Lemma 2. Given m ∈ S′, the characteristic functional

θ(f) = exp
(
− 1

2 〈f , f〉X + i 〈f ,m〉SS′

)
(14)

defines a unique probability measure on S′ such that
∫

S′

exp(i 〈f ,g〉SS′) dλ(g) = θ(f) .

In the same way as for the measure, certain moments or conditional expectations can be inherited
from the finite-dimensional case.

Lemma 3. Decompose the vector-valued distribution u ∈ S′, the vector-valued expectation value
m ∈ S′ and the matrix A into

u =

[
uC

uF

]

, m =

[
mC

mF

]

and A =

[
ACC ACF

AFC AFF

]

.

We denote by λ(uF ) the conditioned Gaussian measure with respect to uF , given uC . Then for

all vector-valued test functions f =
[
fC , fF

]T
, we have the conditional expectations

∫

〈fC ,uC〉SS′ dλ(uF ) = 〈fC ,uC〉SS′

∫

〈fF ,uF 〉SS′ dλ(uF ) = 〈fF ,mF 〉SS′ +
〈
f ,AFCA

−1
CC(uC −mC)

〉

SS′
.

Here,
∫
〈fC ,uC〉SS′ dλ(uF ) and

∫
〈fF ,uF 〉SS′ dλ(uF ) are the weak formulations of the integrals

∫
uC dλ(uF ) and

∫
uF dλ(uF ), which can be interpreted as conditional expectations of an S′-valued

random variable with probability distribution λ(uF ).

Proof. The proof follows the proof of the Bochner-Minlos theorem. We approximate the infinite-
dimensional Gaussian measure by a sequence of finite-dimensional Gaussian measures. For each
of these, we have a formula for the conditional expectation, given by Lemma 1. By showing that
the limit of conditional measures exists and by showing that the monomials are measurable, we
obtain the conditional expectations above. �

As in the finite dimensional case, the projection can be written in matrix form

〈f , Pu〉SS′ =

∫

〈f ,u〉SS′ dλ(uF ) = 〈f ,Eu〉SS′ + 〈f ,Fm〉SS′ , (15)

using the same projection matrices (13) as in the finite dimensional case. As a short notation, we
write (15) as Pu = Eu + Fm, or P = E in the case m = 0. In the following, whenever we use
this short notation, we always mean in the weak sense (15).
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4. Linear Optimal Prediction

We now apply optimal prediction to a linear evolution equation under a Gaussian measure. As
derived in Sect. 3, the conditional expectation is an affine linear projection. Here, we consider
a Gaussian centered around the origin, thus P = E. While this choice is reasonable in many
cases, its main purpose is to simplify notation. The results transfer to the case m 6= 0, with affine
linear transformations instead of matrix multiplications. We present the Mori-Zwanzig formalism
[41, 51] for a linear evolution equation

∂tu = Ru , u(0) = ů , (16)

where u is a vector-valued distribution and R is a linear differential operator (or u is a vector
and R is a matrix, for an ordinary differential equation) that is independent of space and time.
Consider a Gaussian measure, defined by a symmetric positive definite matrix A (see Sect. 3).
Let the unknowns and the corresponding operators/matrices be split

u =

[
uC

uF

]

, R =

[
RCC RCF

RFC RFF

]

, and A =

[
ACC ACF

AFC AFF

]

.

The conditional expectation of the coordinate vector u is

Pu = E [u|uC ] = E · u ,

where we have the projection matrix (13)

E =

[
I 0

AFCA
−1
CC 0

]

.

Also, define F = I−E as the orthogonal projection matrix. Due to linearity, for any matrix vector
product Bu, the projection always applies to the vector itself

PBu = E [Bu|uC ] = B · E [u|uC ] = B ·E · u = B · u , (17)

where the projected matrix takes the form

B =

[
BCC +BCFAFCA

−1
CC 0

BFC +BFFAFCA
−1
CC 0

]

. (18)

Let the solution operator of (16) be denoted by etR. In addition, we consider the solution operator
etRF to the orthogonal dynamics equation

∂tu = RFu , u(0) = ů . (19)

We assume that both the original system (16) and the orthogonal dynamics equation (19) are well
posed. The existence of solutions to the orthogonal dynamics has been proved for R the Liouville
operator to a nonlinear differential equation [28]. If R is a matrix, then both etR and etRF are in
fact matrix exponentials. For R a differential operator, they stand as a notation for the solution
operators generated by R and RF.

Theorem 4 (Dyson’s formula). Let R be a differential operator and E+F = I a pair of orthogonal
projection matrices. Let etR and etRF denote the evolution operators generated by R respectively
RF. Then

etR = etRF +

∫ t

0

e(t−s)RFREesR ds .

Proof. Define the evolution operator

M(t) = etR − etRF −

∫ t

0

e(t−s)RFREesR ds . (20)

Its time derivative equals

∂tM(t) = RetR −RFetRF −REetR −RF

∫ t

0

e(t−s)RFREesR ds = RFM(t) .

With the initial conditions M(0) = 0, we obtain that M(t) = 0 ∀t ≥ 0. �
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Differentiating (20) with respect to time yields an identity for the solution operator

∂t
(
etR

)
= RFetRF +REetR +RF

∫ t

0

e(t−s)RFREesR ds

= RetR + etRFRF+

∫ t

0

K(t− s)esR ds ,

(21)

where R = RE is the projected differential operator, and K(t) = etRFRFRE is a memory kernel
for the dynamics. Matrix E has zeros in the right column, thus R and K have the same structure

R =

[
RCC 0
RFC 0

]

and K =

[
KCC 0
KFC 0

]

.

As defined by (9), the mean solution of (16) with respect to the measure defined by (14) is obtained
by applying the projection operator to the solution operator. Since the solution operator is linear,
property (17) yields

um(t) = PetRů = etRE̊u ,

i.e. the mean solution is a particular solution, obtained by evolving the projected (averaged) initial
conditions. Thus, the mean solution operator is etRE. Multiplying the identity (21) from the right
by E yields an identity for the mean solution operator

∂t
(
etRE

)
= RetRE+ etRFRFE

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+

∫ t

0

K(t− s)esRE ds ,

in which the middle term cancels out, since FE = 0. This yields a new evolution equation for the
mean solution {

∂tu
m(t) = Rum(t) +

∫ t

0
K(t− s)um(s) ds

um(0) = E̊u
,

which reads in block-components

∂tu
m
C = RCCu

m
C +KCC ∗ um

C , um
C (0) = ůC (22)

∂tu
m
F = RFCu

m
C +KFC ∗ um

C , um
F (0) = AFCA

−1
CC ůC . (23)

We have derived an equation (22) in which the dynamics for the variables of interest is independent
of the evolution of the averaged variables. The latter are typically not of interest, but if desired,
they can be obtained by integrating (23). For nonlinear systems of ordinary differential equations,
an analogous integro-differential equation can be derived, which approximates the true mean
solution. In that context [13], it is denoted second order optimal prediction. For the linear
problem considered here, equation (22) yields the true mean solution, hence we call it full optimal
prediction.

The simplest approximation to (22), called first order optimal prediction, is obtained by neglecting
the convolution term, i.e. by solving the system

∂tu
foop
C = RCCu

foop
C , u

foop
C (0) = ůC . (24)

A better approximation can be obtained if a time scale τ exists, after which the kernel becomes
negligible: K(t) ≪ K(0) ∀t > τ . Assuming that um = O(1) over the time scale of integration, a
piecewise-constant quadrature rule yields the approximation

∫ t

0

K(t− s)um(s) ds =

∫ t

0

K(s)um(t− s) ds ≈

∫ τ

0

K(s)um(t− s) ds

≈

∫ τ

0

K(0)um(t) ds = τRFREum(t) ,

(25)

which leads to the second order optimal prediction system

∂tu
soop
C = RCCu

soop
C + τ (RFRE)CC u

soop
C , u

soop
C (0) = ůC . (26)
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Here

(RFRE)CC = RCFRFC+RCFRFFAFCA
−1
CC−RCFAFCA

−1
CCRCC−RCFAFCA

−1
CCRCFAFCA

−1
CC

is a new linear differential operator, which is second order if R is a first order operator. While this
piecewise constant approximation to the memory term is more accurate than not considering the
memory term at all, it is not very accurate as a quadrature rule. Its use here is justified for two
reasons:

• First, we wish to restrict our analysis to systems that involve only the current state of the
system (i.e. no delay);

• Second, this approximation turns out to yield the diffusion-correction closure (6), when
applied to radiative transfer (see Sect. 5).

5. Application to the Radiation Moment System

We now turn our attention to the infinite moment system (4). For consistency with the notation de-

veloped in Sect. 4, we denote the (infinite) vector of moments by u(x, t) = (u0(x, t), u1(x, t), . . . )
T
.

In addition, we neglect the source term, since it is unaffected by truncation. The radiation system
(4) can be written as

∂tu = Ru ,

where the differential operator R = −B∂x −C involves the (infinite) matrices (2). As introduced
in Sect. 3, we consider a Gaussian measure on the space of unknowns, defined by an (infinite)
matrix A. In Sect. 5.1, we consider first order optimal prediction, and in Sect. 5.2, we consider
second order optimal prediction.

5.1. First Order Optimal Prediction. We wish to truncate the system after the N -th compo-
nent. The system and the measure are split into blocks

u =

[
uC

uF

]

, B =

[
BCC BCF

BFC BFF

]

, C =

[
CCC CCF

CFC CFF

]

, and A =

[
ACC ACF

AFC AFF

]

.

For the radiation system, we have

BCF =






0 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

N+1
2N+1 . . . 0




 , CCF = 0 , and CFC = 0 .

Due to (18), the projected differential operator’s upper left block is

RCC = −
(
BCC +BCFAFCA

−1
CC

)
∂x −CCC . (27)

The modification term BCFAFCA
−1
CC has nonzero entries only in its last row. Hence, first order

optimal prediction yields a true closure relation, since only the last equation is modified. The
modification is N+1

2N+1 times the first row of AFCA
−1
CC , i.e. the closure depends solely on the

correlations between the moments, given by the measure. We can see that, depending on the
choice of A, first-order optimal prediction can generate all possible linear hyperbolic closures.

The measure enables us to encode a correlation between the resolved moments uC and the aver-
aged moments uF , that could come from additional knowledge about the particular setup of the
problem. If no such additional knowledge is at hand, it is reasonable to prescribe no correlation
between uC and uF , by considering a decoupled measure, i.e. AFC = 0. In this case, the system
is plainly cut off, and thus the classical PN closure is obtained.
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5.2. Second Order Optimal Prediction. In Sect. 5.1, we have seen that first order optimal
prediction with a decoupled Gaussian measure yields the classical PN closure. For the same
measure, we now consider the memory term. Since AFC = 0, we have

RE =

[
RCC 0
RFC 0

]

, RF =

[
0 RCF

0 RFF

]

, and RFRE =

[
RCFRFC 0
RFFRFC 0

]

.

For the radiation system (5) we get

RFRE =

[
BCFBFC∂xx 0

BFFBFC∂xx +CFFBFC∂x 0

]

,

where

BCFBFC =







0 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . .
(N+1)2

(2N+1)(2N+3)







.

Formally, the memory term uses solution values at all previous times. However, the different
solution components decay at the rates σai. This yields time scales τi =

1
σai

, over which information

from the past can be seen in the solution (τi are a time scales since we have set c = 1). If we single
out one time scale τ , the second order optimal prediction approximation (26) becomes

∫ t

0

KCC(s)uC(t− s) ds ≈ τ (RFRE)CC uC =








0
...
0

τ
(N+1)2

(2N+1)(2N+3)∂xxuN








.

Compared to the PN closure, a diffusion term is added into the last component of the truncated
system. If we identify τ with τN+1, i.e. the time scale given by the rate of decay of the first trun-
cated moment, then this system is exactly the diffusion correction closure (6) by Levermore [37],
as outlined in Sect. 2.2. In the case N = 0, it is equivalent to the classical diffusion approximation.

Although here we have assumed spatially homogeneous coefficients, we expect that the equations
can be adapted to the space-dependent case in analogy to diffusion theory. Specifically, if σai(x)
are space dependent, we define τi(x) =

1
σai(x)

, and replace τN+1∂xxuN by ∂x (τN+1(x)∂xuN ). The

validity of this approximation will be addressed in future research.

6. Discussion

We have formulated the approach of optimal prediction for a system of linear partial differential
equations with an underlying Gaussian measure. An identity for the evolution of a finite number
of moments is obtained. Approximations to this identity yield different closures for a truncated
version of the full system. The application of the formalism to the equation of radiative transfer
allows the re-derivation of classical linear closures, such as PN , diffusion, and diffusion correction.
While traditionally these closures are derived using physical arguments or by asymptotic analysis,
the optimal prediction formalism generates the closures by choosing a measure and approximat-
ing a mathematical identity. This connection yields a new interpretation of diffusion as being
connected to the memory of the system (or loss thereof).

If we follow this interpretation, we observe a possible modification of the second order optimal
prediction approximation (26) (and thus of the diffusion approximation), that may be more accu-
rate for short times: for t < τ , the integral in (25) cannot stretch over the whole length τ . Thus,
one should replace the coefficient τ by a time dependent function f(t) that vanishes for t → 0,
increases for 0 < t < τ , and approaches τ for t ≫ τ . For example, a better approximation than
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(25) is given by
∫ t

0

K(t− s)um(s) ds ≈ min{t, τ}RFREum(t) , (28)

which leads to replacing τ by min{t, τ} in the second order system (26). While (26) yields a
classical diffusion correction approximation, expression (28) leads to a new approximation, which
we have called crescendo-diffusion correction approximation in a previous paper [46]. The function
min{t, τ} is just one of many possible time dependent coefficients for the second order term. A
smoother evolution is derived in [46] by approximating the orthogonal dynamics more accurately.
It yields the diffusion function f(t) = τ

(
1− e−t/τ

)
.

The interpretation that diffusion is connected to the memory of the system leads us to a gradual
ramp-up of the diffusion coefficient. This suggests that there is an initial layer over which the
particle system becomes diffusive. On the one hand, standard techniques do not predict an initial
layer. The ad-hoc condition is to just take the moments of the initial condition. This condition also
comes out of asymptotic analysis (for diffusion in [33], for PN in [35]). Computational results [46],
on the other hand, show that there can be a non-negligible initial layer, and that the crescendo
diffusion idea improves the quality of the solution. The crescendo modification introduces an
explicit time-dependence. The physical rationale is that at t = 0, the state of the resolved moments
is known exactly. Information is lost as time evolves, due to the approximation.

In this paper, optimal prediction with respect to Gaussian measures is considered. However,
many other measures are conceivable, for instance a construction in the following spirit. Gaussian
measures are supported everywhere, and thus do not respect the conditions on moments to be
realizable as moments of a non-negative radiative intensity function [31]. As shown in [30, 47], in
the reduced moments Nk = uk

u0
∀ k ≥ 1, this realizability domain is contained in a box of square-

summable edge lengths, i.e. Nk ∈ [N−

k , N+
k ] with N+

k − N−

k ≤ 2−2k+2. Due to this property
it is plausible that measures can be defined (e.g., a uniform distribution in Nk ∀ k ≥ 1) on
the space of infinitely many moments, that vanish outside the realizability domain. Closures
derived as conditional expectations with respect to such measures would—in contrast to Gaussian
measures—be always realizable and, as a consequence, nonlinear.

Hence, it is an important question whether existing nonlinear closures, such as flux-limited diffusion
[36] and minimum entropy closures [42, 1, 20] can be derived by optimal prediction with a non-
Gaussian measure. If possible, the approach could be used to systematically derive diffusion
correction terms for these nonlinear closures. Another fundamental question is to which extent
boundary conditions can be included into the formalism. Many other types of closures can possibly
be derived from the presented formalism, by approximating the memory term with higher order.
Finally, the moment closure problem is not limited to radiative transfer. An important question
is to which extent the ideas presented here can be applied to the Boltzmann equation of kinetic
gas dynamics.
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